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Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches 1

Quantitative research (i.e., survey research)

• Focuses on specific behaviors that can be easily quantified

• Uses large samples

• Assigns numerical values to responses

• Bases conclusions upon statistical analyses of data

Qualitative research

• Bases conclusions on interpretations drawn by the investigators

• Interviews

• Observations

• Archival data

• Case Studies
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Interviews have 2 components

Elicitation of information-Interview 
Questions-

Interpretation of Responses (aka; 
scoring- similar to a rubric)

2 Types

• Semi-Structured
• Structured questions are set out in 

prescribed fashion (i.e., Structured 
Clinical Interview-DSM-IV)

Depends on theory (e.g., what is the 
researcher looking for?).

Think Rubric-
Responses can be scored
• while doing interview
• after interview using audio or 

transcript.
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SEMI – STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

Questions are asked in a particular order., but interviewer has some 
flexibility when asking for clarification.  Each question has a purpose and 
seeking specific information

The Adult Attachment Interview described in your reading Saltman, B. 
(2016). Can attachment theory explain all our relationships? is a semi-
structured interview. The Current Relationship Interview (CRI) is a 
similar interview but asks about romantic relationships.

https://www.thecut.com/2016/06/attachment-theory-motherhood-c-v-r.html
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From CRI (abbreviated) – Semi-structured interview

Interview Questions- Elicitation of
information

Responses

3. Now I'd like to ask you to choose five 
adjectives or words that reflect your 
relationship with your partner.. I know 
this may take a bit of time, so go 
ahead and think for a minute...then I'd 
like to ask you why you chose them. I'll 
write each one down as you give them 
to me. 

Participant Respsonse:

I think I would say that my relationship 
is up and down.  Most of time I would 
use the words loving, caring, patient, 
but other times stressed and 
challenging.  I think I find it really 
difficult to calm him down when he is 
upset and find that very frustrating.  I 
often feel he values the opinions of his 
parents and friends more than mine.

CRI Coding Manual

http://www.psychology.sunysb.edu/attachment/measures/content/cri_manual_4.pdf
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Example of Scoring for Satisfaction. 
Coder assigns a score based on interpretation of what the participant said.

1 - Strong dissatisfaction with partner/relationship. This participant expresses clear displeasure 
or disapproval of the partner, or disappointment in the relationship. Few if any positive remarks 
are made about the partner, and many negative ones. The reader has the feeling that the 
relationship might end at any moment. 

3 - Moderate dissatisfaction with partner. The transcript is tipped toward negative and critical 
feelings about the partner. The participant may have a lot of difficulty telling why the partner is 
special, but answers readily when asked what he or she would like to change about the 
relationship or the partner. 

5 - Somewhat satisfied with partner. There are some negative statements about the participant 
reports a high degree of satisfaction with the partner, or the participant expresses some 
disappointment in specific aspects of the relationship, but also makes some positive comments. 

7 - Mostly satisfied with partner. Although there may be one or two areas of minor discontent, 
this participant feels that the relationship is a beneficial one for him or her and that the partner is 
a good person. 

9 - Very satisfied with partner. This person sounds delighted with the partner, who is seen as a 
very special person and the best possible partner he or she could have. The overall description of 
the relationship is a glowing one. 
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Example of a scoring 
sheet used to 
record scores. 
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Structured Clinical Interview (SCID)
• Branching interview: responses to one question determines the next 

question

• Detailed instructions on when and how to probe in detail and when to go 
on to the next question.

• Symptoms are rated on a 3-point scale (Scoring)

Obsessive-Compulsive disorders
• Now I would like to ask you if you have ever been bothered by thoughts that didn’t make any 

sense and kept coming back to you even when you tried not to have them?

• (What were they?)

• IF SUBJECT NOT SURE WHAT IS MEANT….Thoughts like hurting someone even though you 
really didn’t want to or being contaminated by germs or dirt?

• When you had these thoughts, did you try hard to get them out of your head? (What would 
you try to do?)

• IF UNCLEAR: Where did you think these thoughts were coming from?

Scoring is done during interview. Symptoms are rated on a 3-point scale
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Scoring form 
for SCID-
Obsessive-
Compulsive 
Disorder.
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Interviews - Advantages

• depth of information

• insights

• informants’ priorities

• flexibility

• validity

• high response rate
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POTENTIAL PITFALLS

Errors in procedures have implications for the interpretation of scores

Interview Questions- Elicitation of
information-

Interpretation of Responses (aka; scoring-
similar to a rubric).

Training required- Every interview needs to 
done the same.

Interviewer effects
Personal identity (age, gender, ethnicity, 

sexuality, social status, educational 
qualifications and professional expertise)

Self-presentation (physical appearance, 
‘political stance’)

Personal involvement (issues of 
empowerment)

See next slide for an excerpt of training 
manual

Interviewer bias (interpretation and selective 
information 

How do I trust the score? Inter-rater 
agreement (80% or r = .80).

Training is key- need clear operational 
definitions
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Extreme Violations Of Protocol  (from Avoiding Common 
Errors In Conducting The Adult Attachment Interview Mary 
Main, Ph.D.)

A few interviewers are informal to an extreme. Some attempt pursuing topics of 
their own, inserting queries regarding e.g., sibling relationships or sibling rivalry'. 
Others attempt to expand upon topics mentioned by the participant as, "You said 
earlier your sister was depressed. Did you experience your sister's depression as 
traumatic in any way?", or attempt to combine these questions with questions 
which are standard to the interview, as "What effect do you think your sister's 
depression had on the development of your adult personality?", or "We've been 
discussing loss through death, but now I'd like to ask you whether you 
experienced your sister's moving to the East Coast as a loss. Also, was her 
depression some kind of loss for you?" A few interviewers have attempted to step 
outside the purposes of the interview in a semi-therapeutic manner, as, "I wonder 
if you've ever thought there might be some kind of connection between the way 
you say you worry about your child and those early losses you experienced", or, "I 
wonder if you ever experienced any anger with your mother for letting your father 
behave like that". These extreme protocol violations are very serious. Any 
interviewer who adds queries or comments of this kind beyond a single initial 
practice interview should not be retained by the researcher. 
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Interviews - disadvantages

• time-consuming

• data analysis is often challenging

• reliability (e.g., inter-rater agreement)

• interviewer effect+ selective information

• safety

• invasion of privacy

• resources

• Expensive (e.g., tapes, transcribing)


